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C'.OUNTY SUPERVISORS

A.~SOC:rA TION

OF CALIFORNIA

October 10, 1963
Rep. Gerald R.

Introduction:

Ford

Although never a Supervisor, I have:
A.

a brother who is - his job is tougher than mine.

B.

worlted closely with supervisors in my two count lea:
32 in Ottawa - population of 98,719

(1960)

70 in Kent

(1960)

- population of 363,187

They, like you, are dedicated public servanta w&o auat
provide local services, build better communitiea,all

wi~ta

the tight framework of local taxes and the spotlight of
hometown scrutiny.
C.
I.

D.

C. welfare

ir.v~.stigation

LOCAL GOVER!IIENT - MICHIGAN!S PROBL.l!MS "Ym PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

A.

In Michigan we have 83 counties.

Since 1908 operating under historical

concepts of county government.
1.

One supervisor from each township and multiple supervisors fro. cities.

Net result - large Boards.

z.

Restricted authority predicated on largely rural philosophy that predominated in middle west during our early history.

B.

In 1950s growing realiza.t ion a new l.Uch igan Constitution essentia because:

1.

1908 Constitution amended so many times.

Constitution had become a

patchwork.
2.

Michigan had moved from a predominantly rural state to a atate where
certain counties are almost totally urban.

3.
C.

Michigan's fiscal problems were in a mess.

In April the voters of Michigan adq>ted a new state Constitution which over
a period of the next several yeRrs goes into effect.
rapects t h e

In three significant

n e w document offers change or innovation in the general

area of local government -1.

County home rule.

Provisions similar to those for municipal haae rule

are made for counties.

Tnese are not self-executing and will require

legislative implementation.

This was done for cities and villages in

the current Home Rule Act, stemming from provisions first inserted in
the 1908 constitution.
The growing density of popu}ation in many counties and the consequeat
extension of governmental needs and problema over county-wide areas ha\le lona

-2·
.. lteeiL_felt by

many

observers to justify attempts to strengthen the operation• of

coull.ty government, particularly in urban areas.
The old constitutional provisions requb:wd large boards of supervisors with
no focus of county executive authority, and set up exactly the same structure of
government for both urban and rural counties.
The n e w

document continues the past

offers an alternative form as well.

The

form of county

gover~~~ent,

suoeess of manicipal home rule in

but
gatni~

vitality for city and village operations is made potentially available also at

th~

county level. under terms of the revtaed document.
Metropolitan Problems-- A two-pronged solution to problems in metropolitan
areas is made av4llab le.

* First,

intra-state goveruaental cooperation is specifically

of~ed

to two

or more counties, townships, cities, villages or districts, or any combina•
tion of these units.
Sharing of costs and credit, contractual agreements, transfer of functiona
and responsibilities, and mutual cooperation in general shalr be-avthoriaed under
the terms of general law.
In short, the first level of attack on common problems that transcend loeal
boundaries is to be provided by the loca 1 units themselves thmgh cooperative
undertakings.

*

Second, additional forms of government may be established by the le.,.lature, the only restriction being that such governments wherever possible
"shall be designed to perform multi-purpose functions rather than a single
function."

Tbis level of attack looks essentially to future problems that may better
lend themselves to new organizational forms for their solution.
detailed prescription or requirement, t he

n e

Thus, without

w: constitution makes ultlmately

available a solution at the local level for currently unforseen needs and problem8,

2.

Liberal

con•truction~

provisions.

The Convention 1 s intent to strengthen and

encourage goverament at the local level is nowhere better illustrated than in the
provision calling for liberal interpretation by the courts of coastitutional and
statutory language relating to local units.
Tbe prov:ts ion further specifically says that local unit pvwers '.'shall include
those fairly implied and not prohibited by this constitution." In many cases,
court decisions have been hesitant to grant "fai.tly implied" powers to counties
and townships, and these local units have found themselves restricted in

perform!~

some fuctions and services by the fact that certain explicit authority for action
was not stated in law.
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The new provision reverses the situation and says, in effect, that all

local
'

units may do whatever needs to be done to carry out·-the.ir.general powers, unless
something is specifically prohibited by the constimtion or by statute.
3.

,!!! taxing powers.

Each home rule county, and each elty and village is granted

the power to levy other taxes than property taxes, subject to coratitutional
and statutory

l~itatfons

and prohibitions.

The added flexibility which this provision affords the financing of local
govermoent is thus specifically subjected to the safeguard of constitutional or
legislative pre-emption and restriction.

4.

MISCElLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
Miscellaneous provisions affecting local government require brief mention •
.Among them are

*
*
*

A four-year term of office is provided for county elective officers.
Total debt of a county may not exceed 10 per cent of its assessed valuation.
Township officers may by law be given terms of office oj up to four years, by
contrast wtth·the- t-r.ad.itional two-year term.

*

All local units (including school districts>- having authority to prepare

budgets shall adopt them only after a

*

pub~

bearing.

An annual accounting is required for all public moneys, and uniform local

accounting systems shall be prescribed and maintained.
reeords and other reports of
inspection.

pu~iic

Also, all financial

money shall be public records and open to

These provisions are more expressly and clearly stated than is

certain corresponding language of the 1908 constitution.
S.

IN BRIEF

Local government prov:fs ions exhibit a blending of two major concerns--

*

Retention of the historical forms of local rule along with all significant
traditional powers, duties and functions on the one hand.

*

On the other han:l , provision for experimentation, as in the case of county hOE
rule, and for adaptation to need, as in the case of the recognition of
metropolitan area problems.
Reinforcing the traditional, the experiemtnal, and the provision for changes

that the future may bring is the general trend toward strengthening local level
ability to cope wft h governmental problems.

This il best summed up in the provisiop

calling for liberal construction by the courts and use of the doctrine of implied :
powers, and in the prov:fs ion for broader taxing powers.

II.

POUR GRAB BY WASHINGTON -

THE ABUSE OP EXECUTIVE IN'l'ERPRETATION AND AU'l'HORm

MY remarks on this subject would appear to fall within the subject matter discuss'4
in one of your Section Sessions this morning entitled, "california

'64:'

Social Welfare

or Social Warfare. 11
To any objective student of American govemment since 1932 it should be crystal
clear there has been a ~lstinct trend to increased power in the hands of non-elected
.. ·
federal officials through executive decisions. In recent years, and the situation ia
·~ng·woue

rather than better, there have been a multitude of executive orders

flowing ~t of administrative offices in the Nation's Capital.

The output of such

I

self-serving power by non-elected officfa ls in the federal goverrment bas reached such
proportions it is virtually impossible for members of Congress, state officials or loc4l
authorities to keep abreast of what is being done in this vast bureaucracy that to a
dangerous degree controls the life and destiny of the American people.
Unfortunately few Americans realize the numerical strength of decision make.B in
the federal government.

Today Uncle Sam employs approxtmately 2,500,000 civilians and

this army of bureaucrats is SlPplemented by 2,800,000 men on active duty with the Armed
Porces.

It must be conceded, although seldom realized except by those affected, that

the military decis'lon makers in America·-areaa part of the Executive Branch anr:J their
decisions, both locally and nationally, can be arbibrary and far-reaching to individua-s,
'·
to business, or to the local community.
The fundamental point, however, is that working for the federal goverDIDilnt in the
Executive Branch of the national government there are about 5% million employees who
are never really ''called to account 11 by the voters.

The President representing the

Executive Brancb,it is true, puts his record on the line once every four years and tba
voters in a broad sense pass judgment on an Administration whether it be Republican or
Democratic.

On the other hand a vast, entrenched and potentially arbitrary

bureaucrac~

backed up by the power of $100 billion a year in federal funds never really puts its
record to the teat of the ballot box.
On this point of federal Executive dictatorship I have read lately of numerous

serious conflicts between local authorities in California and arbitrary federal offict.,ils
in Washington.

Let me assure, you, however, that this federal octopus does not limit

itself to browbeating local authorities by self-serving interpretations of legislation
or Congressional intent.

In the past few months, the State of Michigan bas experience?

first-band the disastrous effect of the abuse of power concentrated in Washington.
Back in 1961, the Congress dec ide<t to extend the aid to dependent children act
to include unemployed parents.

And so we passed what is now known as ADCU.

And when the bill was passed, U: was to run for only one year because the Congress

-sfelt that it would like to see how this ppDOgram was administered before it was given a
more permanent future.
In writing this part of the Welfare Act, the Congress said that the basis of
eligibility, the definition of unemployed parents, was to be "as determined by the
states."
Now, there were resistances in Michigan, on the part of the legislature, to getting
into an act that was only on the Federal books for one year.
to a five-year program.

It was extended in 1962

On the basis of that extension and other conSiderations, Geor•

Romney indicated during the campeign that inasmuch as Michigan was paying $2 for every
$1 it got back -- and inasmuch as this trend toward Federalization is not going to be
stopped by one individual or one state -- Michigan might as well qualify under this
Act and get at least $1 back for every $2 it sends down to Washington.
So, with good intentions, Governor Romney early in 1963 asked the state social
welfare department to prepare a suitable bill to qualify Michigan under the federal
legislation.

Competent and experienced officials prepared the bill, and thep put

together one that was shaped to meet M:fc higan• s problems in this field am in the welf,re
field generally.

And they decided to limit the families who would be eligible to thost

parents who had been eligible for unemployment compensation after Janjary 31, 1958.
This was done because otherwise it would have been necessary to set up a new
in Michigan to administer the progran and determine those eligible.

bureaucra~

These experienced.

state officials did not think this was desirable.
Secondly, they wanted to do it this way because they did not want to weaken
Michigan's overall welfare program.
without help.

They~re

These families who were to receive help were not

all on general assistance welfare.

Their children were

receiv~ng

help ttmough that program and the welfare officials and the state felt that those
families who would not be eligible under their definition could be better cared for
under the general welfare assistance program because that program involves providing
commodities and assistance and the use of the help received, whereas the other was just
a cash grant.
And then they had another reason.

If they had gone the way some people thought

they ought to go, it would have weakened the county welfare department, and the Michigan
program depends upon the effectiveness of those departments.
So for these reasons the state officials devised this !egislation, and after
drafting it, they checked with the :regional office of the Department of Health,

k Edueatipn

and Welfare in Chicago to make certain that the act qualified under the De(Brtment's
regulations.

And the regional office checked with WaShington, and the answer came back

that the legislatiou

~~~~l~!e~.

=~was

all right.

As~ ~tter

of fact, it qualified

more of Michigan's families percentagewise on general welfare than was true of all but
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two out of 15 states that had previously qualified under the program.
So the state legislation moved forward.
was within 11

mi~utes

The House passed the bill.

The Senate

of passing the bill when a wire was received from a Department

head in Health, Bducation and Welfare, raising a question as to whether the legislation
would qualify under the Federal Department's interpretation of the program.

Belatedly

the federal official in Washington raised the question of whether the definition that
was being used was discriminatory.
discriminatory.

No one has ever seen a definition yet that was

The inherent character of a definition is to include some and

no~

exclud~

others.
But the Department heads in Washington did not like.kM.ichigan' s definition.
have a different definition.

They

Under their definition, Michigan could have qualified

fewer families or more families under the program, just as it could have done under its
own state definition as it was developed.
Well, the Governor and the legislators took a look at the law again, and took a
look at the Department's regulations, and the Department made it clear that the state

was to determine eligibility. Governor Romney said to the legislature,
The law is clear."

ahead.

So they

~nt

·~t

us go

ahead.

The next day, after the bill was passed, Gov. Romney received a wire from the
SP-c.ret:ary .r.o.f 11ealth,

Education and Welfare, telling h :1m that he considered the program

disciminatory and that he would not grant funds under it.
could go down and talk to him and find out why.

The Governor thought he

He was sincere in this.

The Governor

wanted to know whether there were things in tte back of this position that he was not
aware of on the surface, or in the regulations or in the basic law.
So, the Governor of Michigan went to Washington.

And what he heard was so

unconvincing that he suggested to the Secretary that he have his General Coutseeltale
several days to prepare a legal memorandum ini icating on what basis he had any authorUv
to tell the states what to do in light of the clear language of the statute and also
the clear congressional

intent~

And he emphasized the intent.

I would like to read to}'Y)u what Chaianan Mills said when this legislation was beiflS
considered on the floor of the House.
Congressman Barry asked, "How tough is the criteria?
Mr.

Is this left to the states?'!

Mills replied, "In this instance we are not telling the states they cannot do

this, they cannot do that or they cannot do something else.
states is this:

You find

o~

that this family is in need and what its need is, and

you decide i f you want to put state
And if

so~

we

will join

What we are telling the

money

to help the problems of the needy children.

you .under the formula now applicable under the ADCU program.
'\''

This is all we are saying.
And later Mr. Dominick:

It is entirely up to the states.

.

11

"This bill contains no definition of what unemployment is."

-7Mr._ Mills .. s.a.id,--l!I~-depend'tt--1m- what the state means by the term 'unemployed'.
The important point on this is that we are leaving this to the states for determinat :l.qn. 11
Mr. Domintk:
Mr. Mills:

"This would then centralize it all at the State and Federal level."
At the State level, not the Federal level."

11

Now, i f any of us understand the English language, the Chairman of the Ways ard
Means Committee which initiated this legislation was making it as clear as he could
that this program was to be determined in terms of eligibility.yby the states without
Federal participation.
But, the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare has taken the opposite
viewpoint.
This situation raises some tremendous issues.

And the issues are threefoidd

The first is whether Federal officials can remodel the will of Congress to conform
with their own ideas of social necessity.

And the issue is in effect whether we are

going to allow laws written by our elected Congressmen to be rewritten by administrative
officials whose actions lie largely beyond the effectiw control of the people.
issue involves this significant question:

The

Is this a Government of law or il it a

Government of men?
-..The.-s.ec.ond.issue is whether a state is to have the advantagejo£ a program

tailore~

to meet its own needs: ~ ·
And the third is whether acceptance.by_a state of Federal aid is acceptance of
Federal dictation.
You and I know what the answers should be.

The clearly·expressed will of the

elected representatives of the people must be followed.
which must rule.

While men govern, it is the

l~W

And the strength of our federal system lies in the conformity of

purpose and action on national issues with a diversity of policy and methods on state
and local affairs.

But when we get to the third issue, I fear that we can seecthe

hand-writing on the wall:

the mere extensive the federal aid the mre likely and the

more serious the federal dictation.
Centralism will be checked only when national leaders refuse to encourage the
"easy way" of federal assistance, and state and local leaders assume the msponsibility
and privilege of local action and control.

The answer is not a call to easy living but

an opportunity for strength through struggle.
The big issue 100 years ago was whether the excess sovereignty of the states was
going to destroy the Union and the Constittt:ion.

The big issue today is whether the

excess concentration of Federal power and sovereignty is going to destroy state, local
and individua 1 freedom and respons ib il ity.
You with all local officials th»oughout the country have the answer.
concert;

When in

local and state leadets proclaim loudly and clearly ''we will do the job, n
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the first step will be taken.
But one more thing is essential.

You and I, all of us who are concerned, must

continue to show our citizens, the voters, the significance of this issue and that
those political aandidates who promise the most from Washington are not the most
deserving of our support.
III.

THE LEGISLATIVE BRJNCH

CORNERSTONE OF DEMOCRACY

The third major topic which I wm t to consider with you for just a ;1few minutes
is to me equally as serious as the one we have just been discussing.
I am deeply concerned with the expressed and implied

c~teictsm

of the Congress,

yes, to all elected officials, which seems to be a popular pastime toda,.

Many

newspaper and magazine articles have been written with such titles as "Congress
Reform;"

M\8 t

"Old-Fashioned Congress Refuses to Face Reality." A recent long article in

an outstanding magazine was entitled "Is Congress Doing Its Job?"

and an article in

a magazine widely read was about "Our Costly (J)ngress."
First of all let me point out that I do not contend that the Congress is perfeet
or that certain revisions in procedure would not be beneficial.
tion and methods can be improved.

Of course its organiza-

But I detect in all of this criticism and especiallf

that levied by those in the Executive '!branch, whether it be controlled by DeDIDerats or
Republicans, a determined effort to downgrade the Congress and all elected legislative.
bodies.

There is an overwhelming tendency in this accelerated world to justify the

elimination of t.hat which is old merely because it is old rather than because it may
no longer serve a useful purpose.

I think that

a~

close observer has noted in the

last 3 or 4 decades a concerted effort to weaken or discard our traditional system of
checks and balances.

The common argument, as put forward by Professor James M. Byrnes, is

that "our government was set up to be a divided government with internal checks at a
time when we did not need a strong national government." This of course assumes that
we have reached the stage in our national development where we do need a strong
govermment.

nation~!

The next assumption is that a strong national government means a strong

executive government and that
anachronistic and detrimental.

a~thing

which impedes the will of the executive is

From these assumptions have arisen the efforts to reduqe

substantially the effective power of Congress on any other legislative body elected
by the people.
These assumptions lead to action in three general categories.
of power through executive decisions which I have described.

First the increase.

Second, public

statement~

by o_fficials, news commentators, political scientists, and others downgrading the
Congress.

And third, the general attitude expressed by certain political leaders that

they know more about what. is good for the people than the people know themselves.

.
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Rather than to appear partisan in discussing this important issue at this meeting',
I will g-ive no specifi-e illustrations to prove the point which we are making.

You are

all familiar with the anti-Congress statements emanating from various sources.

By

discrediting the Congress in the eyes of the public those who make these statements
hope automatically to win support for programs opposed by a majority of the Congress. ·
There is some kind of strange theory gaining prominence

tod~y

which hOlds that simply

because the Executive branch requests legislation it is good for the country and
in the Legislative must approve it.

thos~

What this really means is that the Legislative

should become a rubber stamp for the Executive Branch.

You who ~e legislators must

agree that none of us who are elected by our constituents can justly abdicate our
responsibilities to another.

Those who are so critical of the Congress completely

overlook, and certainly not unknowingly, that the House of Representatives probably has
l

the closest kinship with the electorate of any segment of the federal government.
Every one of the 435 members of the House must put his record on the line and obtain
the approval of his constituents every two years.

I do not_mean to iplply that the

Congress should not be criticized or that members of any legislative body always
-fully the ·vi-ews -of·thei:r eoftS.tituents.

refl~ct

On the other hand, it is the House of Represeqta-

tives and those of us who are elected periodically who do go directly to the people fqr
a mandate and the authority to continue in power.
to receive our share of the sniping.

We are on the firing line and expeqt

It is not the crticism that t~oubles me but the'

aura of distrust generated by it; the feeling that Congress is a negative body,
obstructing progress, and failing to fulfill its role and, therefore, should

relinqut~h

some of tbs authority to the Executive.
I contend that in many iatances Congress and any legislative body takes the most
effective action when it takes no action at all.

It will be an evil day indeed when

it is wrong to say "NO. "
From the viewpoint of a person who craves power the Constitution is negative.

It

stresses the limitation to be placed upon the government and not upon the governed.
Its foundation is laid on the basic belief that a government not controlled by the
people will control the people.
Affirmatively, this means that there is a basic faith in the electorate and in
elected representatives.

We who fill elective offices must assume and hold as a

sacred trust that authority and responsibility which temporarily rests with us.

The

broader vision, the unselfish endeavor, the sincere purpose, ard the genuine devotion
to duty on our part will preserve and strengthen that way of life which we all cherish.

f#I#H#I
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INTRODUCTION:

Although never a Supervhor, I have:

A.

a brother who is

-

his job is tougher than mine

B.

worked closely with supervisors in my two counties:
32 in Ottawa - population of 98,719

(1960)

70 in Kent

(1960)

- population of 363,187

They, like you are dedicated public servants who must provide
local services, build a better

c~ity,

all within the

tight framework of local taxes and the spotlight of
hometown scrutiny.

c.
I.

D.

c.

welfare investigation

LOCAL GOVERNMENT - MICHIGAN'S PROBLEMS AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

A.

In Michigan we have 83 counties.

Since 1908 operating under

historical concepts of county government.
1.

One supervbor froa each townahip and aultiple supervisor•
from cities.

Net result - large Boards.

2.

where certain coUDties are alaoat totally

3.

c.

r

Hichfsan had •ved fl'OIO. predOIOiliA1ltly rural state to a state

urban,~~ "'~~ ~1\,1
/1, .f\ :

,.

~~,.~>d
a new state Conatitutioo~~

Michigan's fiscal problema were in a mess.

In April the voters of Michigan adopted

which over a period of the next several yeara goes into effect.
In three significant reapecta the new document offers change or
innovation in the general area of local government --

1.

County home rule.

Provla :l.ona sim:l.lar to those for municipal

home rule are made for counties.

These are not self-executing

and will require legislative implementation.

This was done for

cities and villages in the current Home Rule Act, stemming from
provision& firat inserted in the 1908 conatitution.
The growing density of population in many cotmt ies and the
conaequent extension of goverUMntal needs &Dd problu. over
county-wide areas have long been felt by many observers to juatify
attempts to strengthen the operations of county government,
particularly in urban areas.

"'

3

The old constitutional provisions required large boards of
supervisors with no focus of county executive authority, and set up
exactly the same structure of government for both urban and rural
counties.
The new document continues the past form of county government,
but offers an alternative form as well.

The success of municipal

home rule in gaining vitality for city and village operations is
made potentially available also at the county level, under terms of
the revised document.
Metropolitan Problems-·

A two•pronged solution to problems in

metropolitan areas is made available.

*

First, intra-state governmental cooperation is specifically
offered to two or more counties, townships, cities, villages
or districts, or any combination of these units.

Shariag of costs and credit, contractual agreements, transfer of
functions and responsibilities, and mutual cooperation in general
1hall be authorized under the terms of general law.

4

In short, the first level of attack on common problema that
transcend local boundaries is to be provided by the local units
themselves throush cooperative UDdertakiQgs.

*

Second, additional forma of government may be established by
the legislature, the only restriction being that such governmenta wherever possible "shall be designed to perfol'Dl multipurpose functions rather than a s b~ le function."

This level of attack looks essentially to future problema that may
better lend themselves to new organizational forms for the solution.
Thua, without detailed prescription or requirement, the new constitution
makes ultimately available a solution at the local level for currently
unforeseen needs and problems.

2.

Liberal construction of provisions.

~

The Convention's intent to strengthen

4

and encourage government at the local level is nowhere better illustrated
than in the provision calling for liberal interpretation by the courts
of constitutional and statutory language relating to local units.
The provision further specifically 1ays that local unit powers
"shall include those fairly implied and not prohibited by this consttrution."

s
In many case" court decisions have been hesitant to grant "fairly
implied" powers to counties and townships, and these local units
have found themselves restricted in performing some functions and
services by the fact that certain explicit authority for action was
not stated in law.
The new provision reverses the situation and says, in effect,
that

.!!!

local units may do whatever needs to be done to carry out

their general powers, unless something is specifically prohibited
by the constitution or by statute.
3.

~-

New taxing powers.

Each home rule county, and each city and village

is granted the power to levy other taxes than property taxes, subject
to constitutional and statutory limitations and prohibitions.
The added flexibility which this provision affords the financing
of local government is thus specifically subjectldto the safeguard of
constitutional or legislative pre-emption and restriction.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Miscellaneous provisions affecting local government require brief
mention.

Among

thea are --

6

*

A four-year term of office is provided for county elective officers.

*

Total debt of a county may not exceed 10 per cent of its assessed
valuation.

*

Townahip officers may by law be aiven terme of office of up to
four years, by contra1t with the traditional two-year term.

*

All local units (inclucU.na school districts) having authority to
prepare budaets shall adopt thea only after a public hearias.

*

An annual acco1.mting is required for all public moneys, and uniform

local accounting systema shall be pre1cribed and maintained.
Abo, all financial records and other reports of pub lie .,ney shall
be public records and open to inspection.

These provieions are

more expressly and clearly -'•ted than il certain corresponding
~uaae

S.

of the 1908 constitution.

IN BRIBP'

Local aovernment provisions exhibit a blendiD& of two major concern•

*
,.

Retention of the historical forms of local rule along with all
stanificant traditional powers, duties and functions on the one
hand.

7

*

On

the other hand, provision for experimentation, as in the case

of county home rule, and for adaptation to need, as in the case
of the recognition of metropolitan area problems.
Reinforctng the traditional, the experimental, and the provision
for changes that the future may bring is the general trend toward
strengthening local level ability to cope with governmental problems.
This is best summed up in the provision calling for liberal construction
by the courts and use of the doctrine of implied powers, and in the
provision for broader taxing powers.

II.

POWER GRAB BY WASHINGTON - THE ABUSE OF EXECUTIVE INTERPRETATION

AND AUTHORITY

ii' l"'elulrks

on this subject would appear to fall wi~t

---

matter discussed in one__o~ Section Sessions this morning entitled,
"California 1 64: Social Welfare or Social llu'fare."
To any objective student of American govera.ent since 1932 it
should be crystal clear there has been a distinct trend to increased
power in the hands of non-elected federal officials thiDugh executive

8

decisions.

In recent years, and the situation is growing worse

rather than better, there have been a multitude of executive orders
flowing out of administrative offices in the Nation's Capital.

The

output of such self-serving power by non-elected officials in the
"' 1.{) _. • /..

,,i

federal government has reached such proportions it is virtually
/1

impossible for members of Congress, state officials or local authorities
to keep abreast of what is being done in this vast bureaucracy that
to a dangerous degree controls the life and destiny of the American
people.
Unfortunately few Americans realize the numerical strength of
decision makes in the federal government.

Today Uncle Sam employs

approximately 2,500,000 civilians and this army of bureaucrats is
supple•nted by 2,800,000 men on actiw duty with the Armed Forces.
It must be conceded, although seldom realized except by those affected,
that the military decision makers in America are a part of the
Executive Branch and their decisions, both locally and nationally,
can be arbitrary and far-reaching to individuals, to business, or
to the local community.

9

The imdamental point, however, is that work ina for the
federal government in the Executive Branch of the national
government tere are about

s•

million eaployeea who are never

really "called to account" by the voters.

The President

representiq the Executive Branch, it is true, puts his record
on the line once every 4 years and the v&ters in a broad sense
pass judgment on an Administration whether it be Republican or
Democratic.

On the other hand a vast, entrenched and pGt•nti@!ly
-

,I

,..

• ----

arbitrary bureaucracy backed up by the power of $100 billion a
year in federal funds never really puts its record to the test
of the ballot box.
On

-

this point of federal Executive
rous serious

authorities in California
Washington.

dictato~ip

conflic~•

an~rbitrary

I have

between local

federal officials in

Let me nsure you, however, t~ia federal octow_

does not llldt itoelf to browbeatins

loea~or~'!'M

'

self-aervina interpretations of t•glalation or Congreaaionalintent.

~~~ 1Jw.-- ~, z4-<. #-rl_~~

.____,~

~f;fc 1~~r12

~,..~~'

r
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In the past few months, the State of Mich igan has experienced
first-hand the disastrous effect of the ause of power
concentrated in Washington.
Back in 1961, the Congress decided to extend the aid to
dependent children act to include unemployed parents.

t'k~-t~
...., passed what

And

so

is now known as ADCU.

And when the bill was paseed, it was to run for only one
year becauae the Congress felt that it would like to see how
this program was administered before it was given a more
permanent future.
In writiaa this part of the Welfare Act, the Coaare•• said
that the basis of eligibility, the definition of anemployed
parellt)s, was to be "as determined by the states."

arliG ~~1:44"-~lt~
reshuncH in Michigan, on the part of the

Now,' etzeza

~~"~~;ll~
act fbat
only o& the Federal

legislature, to getting into
books

.

=1::~~-::/'t::::;.

4~~·90
pro{ram.
.(

On the basis of that extension and other considerations,

11

lli , IV""'
George Romaey indicated durtng

~

e caapaign that inasmuch as

A

j

Kich igan was pay iDS $2 for every $1 it sot back -- and inasmuch
as this trend toward Federalization is not going to be stopped
by one individual or one state -- Michigan aight as well qualify
under this Act and get at least $1 back for every $2 it sends
down to Washinston.

;4~')

So, with,..- intentions, Governor Roamey early in 1963
asked the state aocial welfare departaent to prepare a suitable
bill to qualify Michisan UDder tbio federal

legislat~

Competent and experienced officiala prepared the bill,
put;

d

-..~~~--

t:1!:i.At:Ji.

together one that was shaped to meet Mk: bfs:;;;.:ob~-

in this field aad in the welfare fisld generally.

~ ~00

t r : l d . . o limit the familiea who would be elfsible to tboee

parents wbo had been eligible
after January 31, 1958.

fo~

unemployment compensation

~~~

.... otbervfsa it

would have been neceasary to set up a new bureaucracy in
Michigan to administer the program and determine those eligible.
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These experienced state officials did not think this was
desirable.
Secondly, they wanted to do it this way because they
did not want to weaken Michigan's overall welfare pro.gram •
..,,lhese families who were to r6ceive help were not without
They were all on general assistance welfare.

-

h~lp.

Their children

were receivihg help through that pro.gram and the welfare

•

offklals and the state felt that those families who would

AD til

not be eligible under their definition cou~ be better cared

4

for under the general welfare assistance program because
that prograa tnv•lves

...

provid~Df

commodities and assistance

-rk..AOCII
and the use of the help received, whereas the other was just a

-1

cash grant.
And then they had another reason.
way some people thought they ought to go,

If they bad gone the
itt~mld

have weakened

the county welfare department, and the MiChigan program depends
upon the effectiveness of those departments.

13
So for these reasons, the state officfa ls deviled this
legislation, and after draftina it, they checked with the
regional office of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare in Chicago to make ceria in that the act qualified under

the Depar-t' rulationa. ..,:,. regicmal
with Waahinaton, and the answer came back tha!:
qualified.

It was all right.

of~~heCked

,

~r;;;i~ation

As a matter of fact, it qualified

uk~~
more of Michigan 1 s families

perc•taa•t•~ on

general welfare

than was true of all but two out of 15 states that had
previously qualified under the program.
So the state legislation meved forward.
passed the bill.

The Bouae

Jt;fi

'l'be Senate was within 11 minutes of paaaing

A

the bill when a wire was received from a Department head in
Health, Education and Welfare, raiaing a question as to
whether the legialation would qualify under the Federal
Department's i!Earpretation of the program.

Belatedly the

federal official in Washington raised the question of whether

~~~~~4~
the claflnition that was beiDa ...... - · discriminate Ro baa ever seen·• definition yet that was not diacrtalna:ory,

The inherent character of a definition is to include some

"'JJI: -r;/J...
~~

~v

and exclude others.
But the Depart-nt beads in Waabi.ton did not like
Michigan's definition. They have a different definition.
Under their definition, Michigan could have qualified fewer
families or more families under the prqgram, just as it could
have done under its own state definition as it was developed.

I

l

Wrl· tha Governor and the legialatora to;::. look at

th~ain,
It

and took a look at the Depart•nt's regulations,
~

A:':i... ·•· nt:~:;:c;:;;;:. ~ ~-,v
''Let us go ahead,

The law is clear."

So they went ahead.

'J.'he next day, after the bill was passed, Gov. ltcaoey

~

received a wire from the Secretary of Heabbh, Education and
Welfare, telling

h~

that he considered the program discriminatory

gra~

and that he wCXJld -

~

~~~15
UDCier it,

,

The Governor

thought he could go down and talk to him and find out
11by.

He

w~ t~~

whether there

in

A

Goverbed to kn101
~

lilt£•-'
'1i4. ~
wer,
things in the back of ~Po'ttion that

he was not aware of on the surface, or in the reaulations or
in the basic law.

~ Jl,w., .. ...,So, the Ia uczz•z ef Mhl1£e•• went to Wuhinaton.

And

what be heard was so uncmvfncina that he suggested to the
Secretary that he have his General Counsel take several days
to prepare a legal memorandum indicating on what bad.s he had
any authority to tell the states what to do in light of
the clear language

of the statute and also the clear

coogressional intent.

And he aphasiaed

the~-

I would like to read to you what Chairman Mills said
when this legislation was be fng cODBidered on the floor of the
House.
Congreseman Barry asked, "How toush is the criteria?
Ie this left to the states?"

16
Mr. Mills replied, "In this instance we are not telling

the states they cannot do this, they cannot do that or they
cannot do something el8e.
this:

What we are tellina the states is

You fiDd out that thia faaily ia in need and what ita

need is, and you decide if you want to put state money to
help the problema of the needy children.

And if so, we will

join you under the formula now applicable UDCier the ADCU
progra.

This is all we are sayf.Da.

It ia entirely up to

the states."
And later Mr. Dominick:

"This bill contains no

definition of what unemplo,.ent is."
Mr. Mills said, "It depends on what the state means

by the term 'unemployed' •

The important polnt on this is

that we are leaving this to the states for determf.nat ion."
Mr. Dominick:

''This would then centralize it all at

the State and Federal level."
Mr. MUla:

"At the ltate level, not the Federal level."

17
' i f any of us underatand the English language, the
Chairman of the Waya~ Committee which initiated thia
legislation was making it as -eled..._, he could that this

progru was to b~.ftt~terru of el~ by the

~Federal paahip-"~i

(4{~~

~Secretary of Health, Educa~f.on we~
taken the
_vl-int.~ ~I~ ~ ;-'J;/.Y.
and

hao

opposite

flidL_7~~~ AP~tt ~~~ ~r=:t

~d--

. . -;his situation raises some tremendous

-1'- •••• _. ••_,.i._

issues • ...M&.

7~~

'

Tlie-fo!!!.t ia whether federal

officials can remodel the will of Co•ress to conform with
their own ideas of social aecessity.

ADd the issue is in

effect whether we are going to allow laws written by our
elected Congressaen to be rewritten by administrative
officials whose actions lie largely beyond the effective
control of the pm ple.
quest ion:
of men?

4

.

The issue involves this significant

Ia thia a Government of law or is it a Government

The second issue is whether a
advantage of

a~aa tailored to meat its

And the third is ~acceptance by a state of
Federal-ate! is acceptance of Federal d~ation.
You and I know what the answers should be.

The

clearly•exprused will of the elected representatives of the
people must be followed.
which must rule.

While men

aevern, it is the law

And the strength of our federal system

lies in the canformiC,

of purpose and action on national

issues with a diversity in policy and methods on state and

-,
local affairs.

But when we get to llle th:f:rcl

that we can see the hand-writing on the wall:

..

inue, I fear
the more extensive

the more likely and the more serious the federal

J

Centralism will be checked only when national leaders

"

refuse to encourage the "eaey way" of federal assistance, and
state and local leaders assume the reaponslb flity and privilege
of local action and control.

The answr is not a call to easy

r:.
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living but an opportunity far strength through struggle.
The big issue 100 years ago was whether the excess
sovereignty of the states was going to destroy the Union and
the Constitution.

The big issue today is whether the excess

concentr4tion of Federal power and sovereignty is going to
destroy state, local and individual freedom and responsibility.
'IH
)

•'all~all local offtcfa~
ughout the country
f
J

have the answer.

When in concert, local ani state leaders

proclaim loudly and clearly ''we will to the job, n the first
step will be taken.
But one more thing is essential:

You and I, all of

us who are concerned, must continue to show our citizens, the
voters, the significance of this issue and that those

-

political candidates who promise the most from Washington are

~~·!z;;~f.;~~tzif;~
•

~IVE B~~J /ORNI!JrONE

OF DIOOCRACY

J'""/,

fl.

~

The thi rei major topic which I want to cons icier with you
for just a few minutes is to me equally as serious as the one

-
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we have just been discussing.
I am deeply concerned with the expressed and implied
criticism of the Congress, yes, of all elected officials,

1~- ..~-~

tl;,i::t;;;j.

to be a

plu~ todiJ.

Many newspaper and

magazine articles have been written with such titles as
"Congress Must Reform;"
Face Reality."

"Old-FMbf.oned Congress Jlefuses to

A recent long article in an outstanding

magazine was entitled "Is

Congre~•

Doing Its Job?" and an

article in a magazine widely read was about "Our Costly
Congress •"
Firs~of al~let

me point out that I do not contend

that the Congress is perfect or that certain reviaions in

procedure would not be beneficial.
and methods can be improved.
cr~ticism

~

Of course its organization

But I detect in all of this

and especially that levied by those in the

Executive branch, whether it be controlled by Democrats or
Republicans, a determined effort to downgrade the Congress
and all elected legislative bodies.

There is an overwhelming

21

tendency in this accelerated world to justify the elimination
of that which is old merely because it is old rather than because
it may no longer serve a useful
- I t!\lnit-

~J4-,.

close

purpose.

~

abaer~ed in the last

3 or 4 decades a concerted effort to weaken or discard our

~~traditional system of checks ard balances. co111110n
t,(~ argument, as put forward bylf.,!:.::::!st:!/!::;::,
The

is

~i.r
_J~ ~ that "our government was set up to be a divided gover1111ent with
ltf":j,r -,..,-~

:t~- ::::: ::::~:t~"t:i:~: ::u::: ::~~dt:~t:~ave
~..,
~

reached the stage in our national development wb!re we do need
a strong natioaal govemment.

The next assumption is that a

strong national government means a strong executive

~nment

and that anything which impedes the will of the executive is

~rd detr-ntal. Frcxn these assumptions have
arisen the efforts to reduce substantially the

effecti~

power

of Congress. or any other legislative body elected by the people.
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These assumptions lead to action in three general
categories.

First the increase of power through executive

decisions which I have described.

Second, pub lie

statements by officials, news commentators, political
scientists, and others downgrading the Congress.

And third,

the general attitude expressed by certain political leaders
that they know more about what is good for the people than
the people know taamselves.
Rather than to appear partisan in discussing this ·

iaportant ioaue at this

""'"Jng, _r wil;i,/Z
po~ch

illustrations to prove the

~~

=i+

we are making.

t

You are

all familiar with the anti-Congress statements emanating from
various sources.

By •tscrediting the Congress in the 8Fes of

the public those who make these statements hope automatically
to win support for programs opposed by a majority of the
Congress.

There is some kind of strange theory gaining

prominence today which holds that simply because the Executive

,,

-v...r::t
yr·
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branch requests legislation it is good for the country and
tb:>se in the

Legiala~~prova

it.

What this really

1

means is that the Legislative should become a rubber stamp

-------r-r

'

for the Executive branch.

r~··"'-'
~

who are legislators must agree

that noaeof us who are elected by our constituents can justly
abdicate

our responsibilities to another.

Those who are so

critical of the Congress completely overlook, and certainly
not unknowingly, that the House of Representatives prObably
has the closesa kinship with the electorate of
of the federal government.

a~

segment

Everyone of the 435 metm ers of

the House must put his record on the line and obtain the
approval of his constituents every two years.

I do not mean

to tmply that the Congress should not be criticized or that
members of any legislative body always reflect fully the
views of their constituents.

On the o1h er hand, it is the

House of Representatives and those of us who are elected
periodically who do go directly to the people for a mandate
_..

r .,
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a:. q..........--.:r
and the authority to continue in

We are on the fir fng

~.

line and expect to receive our share of the sniping.

It is

not the criticism that troubles me but the aura of distrust
generated by it;

the feeling that Congress is a negative body,

obstructing progress, and failing to fulfill

its role and,

therefore, should relinquish some of its authority to the
Executive.
I contend that in

~

instances

~~tAt~

legislatiye body

or

r'j_,_~~i~n evil

fo74~~~
~

ay indeed when it is

Ovfl-

;A

~ ~ to~= ~:·~mpomt of aperson wh~::~r~~
0

#

--r4

~~,..; hJ/.6/~:IA~

~ &lJi'&Ues tie lhnt~he
'1 ~
'
IJ ~
~~ Ar.~ ,
~J
~r__ ~.
~.,...,_
-'

~

Constitution is negative.

~
•
~~
- ,4'1

placed upon

~ A-

g verned.

Its foundation is laid on the basic

belief that a govemDJent _!!2S controlled by the people will
control

the people.
Affirmatively, this means that there is a basic faith in

25

the electorate and in elected representatives.

We who fill

elective offices must assume and hold as a sacred trust that
~

.J

authority and responsibility Which temporarily rests with us.
The broader vision, the unselfish endeavor, the sincere
purpose, and the genuine devotion to duty on our part will
preserve and strengthen that way of life which we all cherish.

): i

--------

COUNTY SUPERVISORS ASSOCJA TION OF CALIFORNIA
October

10~

Rep. Gerald R.

Introduction:

1963
Ford

Although never a Supervisor, I have:
A.

a brother who is - his job is tougher than mine.

B.

wotkal closely with supervisors in my two counties:
32 in Ottawa - population of 98,719

(1960)

70 in Kent

(1960)

- population of 363,187

They, like you, are dedicated public servants vbo must
provide local services, build better communities,all within
the tight framework of local taxes and the spotlight of
hometown scrutiny.

c.
I.

D. C. welfare investigation

LOCAL GOVERR-IENT - MICHIGAN'S PROBLEMS AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
A.

In Michigan we have 83 counties.

Since 1908 operating under historical

concepts of county government.
1.

One supervisor from each township and multiple supervisors froa cities.
Net result - large Boards.

2.

Restricted authority predicated on largely rural philosophy that predominated in middle west during our early history.

B.

In 1950s growing realization a new Michigan Constitution essential because:
1.

1908 Constitution amended so many times.

Constitution had become a

patchwork.
2.

Michigan had moved from a predominantly rural state to a state where
certain counties are almost totally urban.

3.

c.

Michigan's fiscal problems were in a mess.

In April the voters of Michigan adopted a new state Constitution which over
a period of the next several years goes into effect.
respects t h e

p

In three significant

e w document offers change or innovation in the general

area of local government -1.

County

!!2!!!! ~· Provisions similar to those for municipal home rule

are made for counties.

These are not self-executtna and will require

legislative implementation.

-

This was done for cities and villages in

the current Home Rule Act, stemming from provisions first inserted in
the 1908 constitution.
The growing density of popu}ation in many counties and the consequent
extension of governmental needs and problems over county-wide areas have long

-2been felt by many observers to justifY attempts to strengthen the operations of
county government, particularly in urban areas.
The old constitutional provisions requir.tlarge boards of auperviaors with
no focus of county executive authority, and set up exactly the same structure of
government for both urban and rural counties.
'Ihe

n e w

document continues the past

offers an alternative form as well.

form of county gover l1118nt, but

The success of mWaicipal home rule in gaining

vitality for city and village operations is made potentially available also at the
county level, under terms of the revised document.
Metropolitan Problema-- A two-pronged solution to problems in metropolitan
areas is made available.

* First, intra-state governmental cooperation is specifically offered to two
or more counties, townships, cities, villages or districts, or any combination of these units.
Sharing of costs and credit, contractual agreements, transfer of functione
and responsibilities, and mutual cooperation in general shall be authorized under
the terms of general law.
In short, the first level of attack on common problems that transcend local
boundaries is to be provided by the loca 1 units themselves thK:ugh cooperative
undertakings.

*

Second, additional forms of government may be established by the

leg~sla

ture, the only restriction being that such goverDDents wherever possible
"shall be designed to perform multi-purpose functions rather than a aingle
function."
This level of attack looks essentially to future problems that may better
lend themselves to new organizational forms for their solution.
detailed prescription or requirement, the

Thus, without

n e w." constitution makes ultimately

available a solution at the local level for currently unforseen needs and problema.
2.

Liberal conlltruction of provisions.

The Convention's intent to strengthen and

encourage government at the local level is nowhere better illustrated than in the
provision calling for liberal interpretation by the courts of constitutional and
statutory language relating to local units.
The provision further specifically says that local unit p1NI!rs "shall include
those fairly tmplied and not prohibited by this constitution." In many cases,
court decisions have been hesitant to grant "faii'ly implied" powers to counties
and townships, and these local units have found themselves restricted in

p~formina

some fuctions and services by the fact that certain explicit authority for action
was not stated in law.

-3-

-

The new provision reverses the situation and says,. in effect, that all

local

units may do whatever needs to be done to caryy out their general powers, unless
something is specifically prohibited by the
3.

consti~tion

or by statute.

!!!! taxing powers. Each baDe rule county, and each city and village is granted
the power to levy other taxes than property taxes, subject to corstitutional
and statutory lUnitatiDns and prohibitions.
The added flexibility which this provision affords the financing of local

government is thus specifically subjected to the safeguard of constitutional or
legislative pre-emption and restriction.

4.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
Miscellaneous provisions affecting local government require brief mention.
Among them are

*
*
*

A four-year term of office is provided for county elective officers.
Total debt of a county may not exceed 10 per cent of its assessed valuation.
TownShip officers may by law be given terms of office ol up to four years, by
contrast with the traditional two-year term.

*

All local units (including school districts) having authority to prepare
budgets shall adopt them only after a

*

An

public bearing.

annual accowting is required for all public moneys, and uniform local

accounting systems shall be prescribed and maintained.
re~ords

Also, all financial

and other reports of pu&lic money shall be public records and open to

inspection.

These provisions are more expressly and clearly stated than is

certain corresponding language of the 1908 constitution.
S.

IN BRIEF

Local government prov:fs ions exhibit a blending of two major concerns--

*

Retention of the historical forms of local rule along with all significant
traditional powers, duties and functions on the one band.

*

On the other ham, provision for experimentation, as in the case of county home
rule, and for adaptation to need, as in the case of the recognition of
metropolitan area problems.
Reinforcing the traditional, the experiemtnal, and the provision for changes

that the future may bring is the general trend toward strengthening local level
ability to cope wft h governmental problems.

This :il best summed up in the provision

calling for liberal construction by the courts and use of the doctrine of implied
powers, and in the prov:fs ion for broader taxing powers.

-4II.

POUR GRAB BY WASHINGTON -

THE ABUSE OF EXECUTIVE INTERPRETATION AND AU'l'HORITY

Mr remarks on this subject would appear to fall within the subject matter discussed
in one of your Section Sessions this morning entitled, "California '64:

Social Welfare

or Social Warfare."
To any objective student of American

gove~nment

since 1932 it should be crystal

clear there has been a distinct trend to increased power in the hands of non-elected
federal officials through executive decisions.

In recent years, and the situation is

growing worse rather than better, there have been a multitude of executive orders
flowing.out of administrative offices in the Nation's Capital.

The output of such

self-serving power by non-elected officfa 1s in the federal governnent has reached such
proportions it is virtually tmpossible for members of Congress, state officials or local
authorities to keep abreast of what is being done in this vast bureaucracy that to a
dangerous degree controls the life and destiny of the American people.
Unfortunately few Americans realize the numerical strength of decision
the federal government.

make~s

in

Today Uncle Sam employs approximately 2,500,000 civilians and

this army of bureaucrats is Slpplemented by 2,800,000 men on active duty with the Armed
Forces.

It must be conceded, although seldom realized except by those affected, that

the military decision makers in America are"'a part of the Executive Branch and their
decisions, both locally and nationally, can be arbibrary and far-reaching to individuals,
to business, or to the local community.
The fundamental point, however, is that working for the federal government in the
Executive Branch of the national government there are about 5% million
are never really "called to account 11 by the voters.

empl~ees

who

The President representing the

Executive Branch,it is true, puts his record on the line once every four years and the
voters in a broad sense pass judgment on an Administration whether it be Republican or
Democratic.

On the other hand a vast, entrenched and potentially arbitrary bureaucracy

backed up by the power of $100 billion a year in federal fUnds never rea ly puts its
r•cord to the test of the bal. lot box.
On this point of federal Executive dictatorship I have read lately of numerous
serious conflicts between local authorities in California and arbitrary federal officials
in Washington.

Let me assure, you, however, that this federal octopus does not limit

itself to browbeating local authorities by self-serving interpretations of legislation
or Congressional intent.

In the past few months, the State of Michigan has experienced

first-hand the disastrous effect of the abuse of power concentrated in Washington.
Back in 1961, the Congress decided to extend the aid to dependent children act
to include unemployed parents.

And so we passed what is now known as ADCU.

And when the bill was passed, it was to run for only one year because the Congress

-sfelt that it would like to see how this ·•pDOgram was administered before it was given a
more permanent future.
In writtng this part of the Welfare Act, the Congress said that the basis of
eligibility, the definition of unemployed parents, was to be "as determined by the
states."
Now, there were resistances in Michigan, on the part of the legislature, to getting
into an act that was only on the Federal books for one year.
to a five-year program.

It was extended in 1962

On the basis of that extension and other considerat:iDns,

Geor~

Romney indicated during the campaign that inasmuch as Michigan was paying $2 for every
$1 it got back -- and inasmuch as this trend toward Federalization is not going to be
stopped by one individual or one state -- Michigan might as well qualify under this
Act and get at least $1 back for every $2 it sends down to Washington.
So, with good intentions, Governor Romney early in 1963 asked the state social
welfare department to prepare a suitable bill to qualify Michigan under the federal
legislation.

Competent and experienced officials prepared the bill, and they put

together one that was shaped to meet Mfc hfgan' s problems in this field am in the welfare
field generally.

And they decided to limit the families who would be eligible to those

parents who had been eligible for unemployment iompensation after Jan;ary 31, 1958.
This was done because otherwise it would have been necessary to set up a new bureaucrac,
in Michigan to administer the program and determine those eligible.

These experienced

state officials did not think this was desirable.
Secondly, they wanted to do it this way because they did not want to weaken
Michigan's overall welfare program.
without help.

They~re

These families who were to receive help were not

all on general assistance welfare.

Their children were receiving

help thm ugh that program and the welfare officials and the state felt that those
families who would not be eligible under their definition could be better cared for
under the general welfare assistance program because that program involves providing
commodities and assistance and the use of the help received, whereas the other was just
a cash grant.
And then they had another reason.

If they had gone the way some people thought

they ought to go, it would have weakened the county welfare department, and the Michigan
program depends upon the effectiveness of those departments.
So for these reasons the state officials devised this iegislation, and after
drafting it, they checked with the mgional office of the Department of Health, :.. Education
and We 1 fare in Chicago to make certain that the act qudif ied under the Dept rtment' s
regulations.

And the regional office checked with Wadlington, and the answer came back

that the legislation qualified.

It was all right.

As a matter of fact, it qu&Lifiad

more of Michigan's families percentagewise on general welfare than was true of a 11 but
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two out of 15 states that had previously qualified under the program.
So the state legislation moved forward.

The House passed the bill.

The Senate

was within 11 minutes of passing the bill when a wire was received from a Department
head in

Health~

Education and

Welfare~

raising a question as to whether the legislation

would qualify under the Federal Department's interpretation of the program.

Belatedly

the federal official in Washington raised the question of whether the definition that
was being used was discriminatory.
discriminatory.

No one has ever seen a definition yet that was not

The inherent character of a definition is to include some and exclude

others.
But the Department heads in Washington did not like!·Michigan' s definition.
have a different definition.

They

Under their definition, Michigan could have qualified

fewer families or more families under the program, just as it could have done under its
own state definition as it was developed.
Well, the Governor and the legislators took a look at the law again, and took a
look at the Depsr tment 's regulations, and the Department made it clear that the state
was to determine eligibility.
ahead.

The law is clear."

Governor Romney said to the legislature,

'~t

us go

So they W!nt ahead.

The next day, after the bill was passed, Gov. Romney received a wire from the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, telling him that he considered the program
disciminatory and that he would not grant funds under it.
could go down and talk to him and find out why.

The Governor thought he

He was sincere in this.

The Governor

wanted to know whether there were things in tm back of this position that he was not
aware of on the surface, or in the regulations or in the basic law.
So, the Governor of Michigan went to Washington.

And what he heard was so

unconvincing that he suggested to the Secretary that he have his General Cou9selltale
several days to prepare a legal memorandum im ic_ating on what basis he had any authorif¥
to tell the states what to do in light of the clear language of the statute and also
the clear congressional intent.
I would like to read

to~u

And he eqJhasized the intent.
what

Chai~n

Mills said when this legislation was being

considered on the floor of the House.
Congressman Barry asked, "How tough is the criteria?

Is this left to the states?"

Mr. Mills replied, "In this instance we are not telling the states they cannot do

this, they cannot do that or they cannot do something else.
states is this:

What we are telling the

You find ott that this family is in need and what its need is, and

you decide if you want to put state money to help the prOblems of the needy children.
And if so, we will join you under the formula now applicable under the ADCU program.
This is all we are saying.
And later Mr. Dominick:

It is entirely up to the states. 11
"This bill contains no definition of what unemployment is."

•

-7Mr. Mills said, "It depends on what the state means by the term 'unemployed'.

The important point on this is that we are leaving this to the states for determination."
Mr. Domird:k:
Mr.

Mills:

"This would then centralize it all at the State and Federal leve 1."
"At the State level, not the Federal level."

Now, if any of us understand the English language, the Chairman of the Ways am
Means Committee which initiated this legislation was making it as clear as he could
that this program was to be determined in terms of eligibility.yby the states without
Federal participation.
But, the Secretary of Health, Education and welfare has taken the opposite
viewpoint.
This situation raises some tremendous issues.

And the issues are threefoido

The first is whether Federal officials can remodel the will of Coqgress to conform
with their own ideas of social necessity.

And the issue is in effect whether we are

going to allow laws written by our elected Coqgressmen to be rewritten by administrative
officfa ls whose act ions lie largely beyond the effective control of the people.
issue involves this significant question:

The

Is this a Government of law or is it a

Government of men?
The second issue is whether a state is to have the

advantage.~£

a program tailored

to meet its own needs.
And the third is whether acceptance by a state of Federal aid is acceptance of
Federal dictation.
You and I know what the answers should be.
elected representatives of the people
which must rule.

mus~

The clearly-expressed will of the

be followed.

While men govern, it is the

la~

And the strength of our federal system lies in the conformity of

purpose and action on national issues with a diversity of policy and methods on state
and local affairs.

But when we get to the third issue, I fear that we can seeethe

hand-writing on the wall:

the mare extensive the federal aid the mare likely and the

more serious the federal dictation.
Centralism will be checked only when national leaders refuse to encourage the
"easy way" of federal assistance, and state and local leaders assume the z.esponsib ility
and privilege of local action and control.

The answer is not a call to easy living but

an opportunity for strength through struggle.
The big issue 100 years ago was whether the excess sovereignty of the states was
going to destroy the Union and the Constitution.

The big issue today is whether the

excess concentration of Federal power and sovereignty is going to destroy state, local
and individual freedom and respons ib i1 ity.
You with all local officials thDoughout the country have the answer.
concert;

When in

local and state leadets proclaim loudly and clearly ''we will do the job,"

..

..
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the first step will be taken.
But one more thing is essential.

You and I, all of us who are concerned, must

continue to show our citizens, the voters, the significance of this issue and that
those political candidates who promise the most from Washington are not the most
deserving of our support.
III.

THE LEGISLATIVE BRIN CH

CORNERSTONE OF DEMOCRACY

The third major topic which I wm t to consider with you for just a :1few minutes
is to me equally as serious as the one we have just been discussing.
I am deeply concerned with the expressed and implied criticism of the Congress,
yes, to all elected officials, which seems to be a popular pastfme tods,.

Many

newspaper and magazine articles have been written with such titles as "CotWress Mw t
Reform;"

"Old-Fashioned Congress Refuses to Face Reality." A recent long article in

an outstanding magazine was entitled "Is Congress Doing Its Job?" and an article in
a magazine widely read was about "Our Costly Cbngress."
First of all let me point out that I do not contend that the Congress is perfect
or that certain revisions in procedure would not be beneficial.
tion and methods can be improved.

Of course its organiza-

But I detect in all of this criticism and especially

that levied by those in the Executivelbranch, whether it be controlled by DemDcrats or
Republicans, a determined effort to downgrade the Congress and all elected legislative
bodies.

There is an overwhelming tendency in this accelerated world to justify the

elimination of that which is old merely because it is old rather than because it may
no longer serve a useful purpose.

I think that

a~

close observer has noted in the

last 3 or 4 decades a concerted effort to weaken or discard our traditional system of
checks and balances.

The common argument, as put forward by Professor James M. Byrnes, is

that "our government was set up to be a divided government with internal checks at a
time when we did not need a strong national

gover~~~~ent."

This of course assumes that

we have reached the stage in our national development where we do need a strong national
goverament.

The next assumption is that a strong national government means a strong

executive govemment and that anything which impedes the will of the executive is
anachronistic and detrimental.

From these assumptions have arisen the efforts to reduce

substantially the effective power of

Con~ess o~ a~

other legislative body elected

by the people.
These assumptions lead to action in three general categories.
of power thmugh executive decisions which I blve described.

First the increase

Second, public statements

by officials, news commentators, political scientists, and others downgrading the
Consress.

And third, the general attitude expressed by certain political leaders that

they know more about what is good for the people than the people know themselves.
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Rather than to appear partisan in discusang this important issue at this meeting,
I will give no specific illustrations to prove the point which we are making.

You are

all familiar with the anti-Congress statements emanating from various sources.

By

discrediting the Congress in the eyes of the public those who make these statements
hope automatically to win support for programs opposed by a majority of the Congress.
There is same kind of strange theory gaining prominence

tod~y

which hOlds that simply

because the Executive branch requests legislation it is good for the country and those
in the Legislative must approve it.

What this really means is that the Legislative

should become a rubber stamp for the Executive Branch.

You who a:-e legislators must

agree that none of us who are elected by our constituents can justly abdicate our
responsibilities to another.

Those who are so critical of the Congress completely

overlook, and certainly not unknowingly, that the House of Representatives probably has
the closest kinship with the electorate of any segment of the federal govermnent.
Every one of the 435 members of the House must put his record on the line and obtain
the approval of his constituents every two years.

I do not mean to tpply that the

Congress should not be criticized or that members of any legislative body always reflect
fully the views of their constituents.

On the other hand, it is the House of Representa-

tives and those of us \lho are e1. ected periodically who do go directly to the people for
a matdate and the authority to continue in power.
to receive our share of the sniping.

We are on the firing line and expect

It is not the crticism that

t~oubles

me but the

aura of distrust generated by it; the feeling that Congress is a negative body,
obstructing progress, and failing to fulfill its role and, therefore, should relinquish
some of its authority to the Executive.
I contend that in many im:ances Congress and any legislative body takes the most
effective action when it takes no action at all.

It will be an evil day indeed when

it is wrong to say "NO."
From the vie111point of a person who craves power the Constitution is negative.
stresses the

l~itation

It

to be placed upon the government and not upon the governed.

Its foundation is laid on the basic belief that a government not controlled by the
people will control the people.
Affirmatively, this means that there is a basic faith in the electorate and in
elected representatives.

We who fill elective offices must assume and hold as a

sacred trust that authority and responsibility which temporarily rests with us.

The

broader vision, the unselfish endeavor, the sincere purpose, and the genuine devotion
to duty on our part will preserve and strengthen that way of life which we all cherish.

